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Hallo AND WELCOME!
Welcome to the Dominion Dispatch! Pull up a chair by the fire, avail yourself of the brandy and the
cigars, and settle in for a fine read.
It's been an interesting year and a bit for the Dispatch since it's inception, and some changes are afoot. You may have noticed that
“Volume X, Issue Y” of the issue designation has changed to a simple number. It's been determined that a quarterly edition was
going to continue to have issues with available time to produce, and pestering folk for submissions every three months was
becoming tedious.
Instead, the Dispatch will be published online periodically, when enough material is gathered to warrant an issue, perhaps two or
three times a year. Or may transform into a blog. Or a Tumblr. Time will tell, and we welcome your input.
-Adam Smith ed.
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submission guidelines
The Dominion Dispatch is the official newsletter for
Steampunk Canada (http://www.steampunkcanada.ca/). We are
interested in publishing articles of interest to our Canadian
Steampunk audience, and we'll read everything sent to us!
However, there are some important considerations to keep in
mind for the annual print copy:
While we would consider a large multi-page submission or
serialization, it would have to be of exceptional quality. Far
more likely chosen for inclusion would be an article under 400
words. 300 words or less would be even better. Keep it tight if
you can. We're nowhere near as fussy for the online version!
We are interested in “how-to” articles on costuming, props
building, mad-science projects, modelling, photography,
reviews of events, books, music, shows and conventions...
anything and everything of interest to the Steampunk today!
Extra consideration is given to articles with a distinctly
Canadian and/or British Colonies flavour.
Article submissions will be accepted by electronic means only
at this time. Text must be unformatted! We can read most
document file formats. Do not send PDF files.

submissions! Please caption all photos included in a submission.
It needs to be said again: do not send PDF files.
We cannot guarantee we will use your article! We will read
it though.
The legal bits...
By submitting material, you acknowledge that you are legally
entitled to distribute the work and to allow it to be redistributed.
(If you are a book publisher or public relations firm with copy
to distribute, please include a note to that effect at the top of the
article you submit.)
We reserve the right to edit submitted articles for brevity and/or
clarity.
We reserve the right to republish submissions in subsequent
issues, online, or in any other form, with appropriate credit
given. However, the copyright remains with the original author,
and they are free to submit their work elsewhere.
We reserve the right to change the format of the publication at
any time.
We do not pay for submissions, written or otherwise.

Submissions may be emailed to
dominiondispatch@gmail.com

Photographs are a welcome accompaniment to article
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MUSIC – midnight syndicate:
carnival arcane (2011)
Adam Smith – “The train smoke drifting through the pale
moon light signals the arrival of the Lancaster Rigby
Carnival. In a forest clearing, these mesonoxian visitors
await your arrival. Stroll along the midway and behold
wonders both fantastic and macabre from every corner of
the globe. And be sure to ride their one of a kind carousel
for as experience you'll never, ever forget.”
I have to admit that I've favoured mood and thematic music that
is largely instrumental for a very long time. Mannheim
Steamroller, Mike Oldfield, Rick Wakeman, Alan Parsons all
held prominent places in my collection. When I discovered
Midnight Syndicate several years ago as I was entering the
horror movie industry with both feet and was looking for
something to accompany my outdoor Hallowe'en display (which
was not insignificant at the time), I gave their CD “The 13 th
Hour” a try (released in 2005), and found it to be an amazing
accompaniment to my display. I later purchased “Cemetery
Gates” (released in 2008), which did not disappoint, but I found
was somewhat inferior to “The 13th Hour”. Their music
nonetheless is a must for anyone with a taste for anything
Hallowe'en-related or operators of Haunted Attractions.
So I was somewhat surprised to see the release of “Carnival
Arcane”, which definitely appeared to be a step away from their
tried and true gothic and horror-themed fare. Midnight
Syndicate was going “carny”?
Yes and no... there is still the dark violins, pianos and choral
vocals that mark the gothic overtones of their previous work.
But there are barkers, calliopes, snake oil salesmen, fortune
tellers, and all manner of ways to lose your money and soul. In
the track “Midway” you can nearly feel the press of sweaty
patrons and the smell of stale popcorn and old cotton candy in
the darkness. A slow drum and finger chimes disguise the
hidden menace of “”Aluba the Snake Lady”. “Freakshow”
threatens to terrify, and draws out the agony for a nearly five
minute track.
And yet, there is fun to be had, up to a point.. “Arcane
Wonders” evokes the wide-eyed splendour and wonder of a
never-before seen spectacle. “Under the Big Top” brings out the
snare drums, trumpets and vibraphone to astound and amaze.
“Kiddieland” begins innocently enough before descending into
an pit of demon-possessed children. The draw back into
madness is nearly complete with “Pulling the Strings”... the
pulsing string rhythms pull you deeper and deeper into the abyss
in pure Midnight Syndicate style. “Goons and Greasepaint”
completes the trip into carnival terror, evoking shades of the
Residents “Bad Day on the Midway”. “Sea of Laughter” pushes

you over edge into the void, with malevolent laughter to
accompany you.
Midnight Syndicate produces music of a particular feel and
mood, well suited for dark gothic atmosphere as part of a
setting. “Carnival Arcane”, with it's astonishing twenty-six
tracks, will not disappoint their regular fans with this
release. But it will likely win new ones as well as fans of
Steampunk and dark Carnival discover it.
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Tech reviews
REVIEW: Screenius
PLATFORM: iPad/iPad 2
Alex Leitch - Screenius is a remixing
application that takes videos seemingly at
random from across the internet, comparing
them within categories to pull up your
favourite ways to kill time through content
pushing. It's a pretty and clever application
that is slightly hamstrung by bugs straight out
the gate. Of particular concern is that the
default application sounds are not controlled
by the iPad's volume buttons, and therefore
can't be turned down.
Wait and see if the bugs are fixed, and then add it to your cog-covered steam box for hours of entertainment at the internet's
expense.
Pros:
Really does help you find content on the
internet.
Attractive interface
great way to kill time; like Funny or Die
on steroids.
Free for the first month!
Default theme is brass-and-velvet as all
get out.

-

Cons:
Major Bug: Does not obey default
sound requirements. App sounds are
hardcoded, even if videos aren't.
unintuitive interface which is very
attractive... but takes some getting used
to.
Default icon is bland and uninformative
Redundant to having your own welltuned YouTube account

-

Verdict: Worth the free download if you
have nothing else like it, but buggy in its
first release.
REVIEW: Crimson: Steam Pirates
PLATFORM: iPad/iPad 2
PRICE: The first one's always free, kids. Level packs are $1.99 apiece.
Alex Leitch -Crimson is a beautifully animated turn-based action game, thin on plot and heavy on fun. Even the free levels easily
outdo most paid games on the app store.
The gameplay allows you to set your ship's course and choose one action per ship per turn. Actions - sniping, supercharging
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engines, repairs and more - are simple and fun to set
with a tap. You can clearly see where your ships will
travel, across the ocean and around various barriers.
Each battle passes in a reasonable amount of time,
and even on a crowded screen, there's no lag in the
action. It feels like it's moving fast enough to be an
RTS, while still allowing you to pause if something
in the real world needs your attention.
Complaints: The plot of the game is thin and
ludicrously cheesy, set for camp and mission
objectives rather than plot, and the free missions

skew easy; with a little patience,
it's simple to work out where to put
your ships. These are really terribly
petty comments in light of how
well balanced the gameplay is, and
how much sheer fun it is to
command one's own portable navy.
All in all, an excellent game, and at
$1.99 per level pack, almost a
steal. Avast!
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book
reviews!
Luminaria by Jackie Morris (review by Pat Gilliland) - A
coworker remarked that my girls might be interested in his
cousin's book because it had fantasy elements. This was my
introduction to Luminaria the first of a four part series by
Ottawa writer Jackie Morris. Let's be quite clear about one
thing, Luminaria is a young adult fantasy – by itself, it has no
steampunk elements, I'll talk about the series' steampunk
connection later in the review.
Luminaria, according to Ms. Morris' website is set in part the
18th century. Princess Alex is a fairly representative member of
that ilk, spending her days in dread anticipation of a good
match to young Lord Pleasance, occasionally struggling into
her corset and secretly learning the finer art of pugilism from
Logan the gardener's son. This being a young adult novel,
fisticuffs is all that is going on. The monotony of this existence
is relieved by the appearance of apparitions in the various
mirrors around the castle. The mirrors lead to another world, a
delicious villainess – SheTor and much feminine kicking of
posterior.
On her adventures, Alex is joined by her friend Heather, Logan
– Alex's fight coach and the object of Heather's interest and two
young rakes, Andrew and Richard the latter more than a little
smitten by our heroine. The numbers are balanced out when
Andrew makes the acquaintance of a young lady from the other
side of the mirror.
True to the genre, monsters are fought, obstacles overcome and
all ends right with the world – or mostly so since there are three
more books to follow. Morris' world has all the fantasy
elements we expect, swords, sorcery, magic powers and
fantastic beasts. The plot progresses well with no real surprises
but is both entertaining and satisfying.
The bits I particularly liked: Those of you of a certain age my sense a familiar ring to the name of the chief villain, SheTor. Not
unlike the antagonists of many Saturday morning cartoons, SheTor appeals with her odd mix of nastiness and incompetence. This
is a villain who didn't pick up her copy of the Evil Overlord List at the end of class.
“She wanted to punish him somehow but she wasn't able to fully control her powers. The last time she tried to
'punish' somebody, something had backfired and she'd singed the bottom of her hair. She reached up to touch her new
short bob. 'I always like myself better with short hair anyway.' ”
What's not to like?
The second bit I like was Morris' mature and honest treatment of young women. Heather's feelings towards Logan are expressed
with as little gauzy dissipation as is possible in the genre. When Alex needs an excuse to be alone with Heather to go adventuring,
Morris does not resort to safe cop-outs like practising her music lessons or doing her hair but uses both barrels by invoking “that
time of the month” as a means to give the girls some privacy.
The bits I had problems with: With its knights, princess and jousting practice, the 'real world' Alex inhabits is more 15 th century
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than 18th. One feels that Alex is moving from one fantasy realm to another. Further, this real world lacks any development. We
expect it to be dull and constraining to better highlight Luminaria but there really isn't enough detail for it to do that. The second
shortcoming for me was that Morris plays things safe. The plot moves along in lock step. SheTor sends out spiders, Alex fights
spiders and wins, next encounter. At no point do we ever get the sense that Alex is really in danger. Good characters are good and
bad are bad no surprises, but there are hints that some of SheTor's minions are more than cardboard cutouts waiting to be knocked
down. Luminaria is a solid first book but in her future efforts, I would like to see Morris stretch a little and take some risks with
her characters and flesh out her worlds a bit more.
At the end of it, while Luminaria is not in a genre I would normally pick up, I enjoyed it, and look forward to seeing how the
world, and Morris, develop over future books in the series.
But wait you say, where is the steampunk I promised? When I contacted her about the review, Ms. Morris was kind enough to
send along some teaser text from the next book in the series: Magmaria.
Magmaria sees Alex and her friends heading back through the mirrors to explore a lava and steam filled world populated by the
civilized and decidedly steampunkish Tectons and the Obsidians, tattooed and mowhawked post-apocalyptics living in the magma
and ash infested wastelands.
A taste:
Kaius pictured in his mind the power source he’d
seen in the crystal. It had been housed in a large
structure surrounded by a high fence and an army
of security personnel. In the middle stood a huge
tower, at the top of which was a large molten ball
rotating at high speed. It was fed constantly by a
stream of lava shooting up from out of the earth.
Jets of steam swirled around the top, forcing the
spewing lava into a permanent circular shape.
Metal rods stuck out of the lip of the tower
shooting jolts of light into the ball. It seemed to
absorb the energy and force it down pipes which
lined the tower's rim, snaking down into the
ground all around the property.
Looks promising.

MECHANIQUE: A Tale of the Circus Tresaulti by
Genevieve Valentine
Book review by Lloyd Penney
When we were at the World Science Fiction Convention in
Reno, Nevada in August, there were some free books to pick
up, and I made sure I got one of everything. The one that
interested me the most was Mechanique: A Tale of the Circus
Tresaulti by Genevieve Valentine. It’s billed as a steampunk
novel, and from an experienced writer, but a first-time novelist.
This novel has a lot of background and characters to establish,
so the first third of the book is devoted to the background of
the general setting, an unnamed post-war country where so
much of what we take for granted is either in short supply or unavailable at all, and martial law and its abuses reign. Yet, a
traveling circus still does some business, roaming the countryside to entertain the impoverished and downtrodden masses. It’s a
shabby, grim little circus, which befits the atmosphere of the country it wanders, and the circus is populated by shabby beings.
There are many performers, from the calliope man to the trapeze artists to the strongman, and they each have their own back story,
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especially with some little secret that somehow bound them to the circus and the circus’ owner, a firm, sure woman only named
Boss.
Each glimpse into the lives of these people shows their slim, shadowy past, and why they belong to this circus of the maltreated
and lost. Most of the performers have sacrificed themselves to the circus and to Boss; many of the performers are mechanical in a
steampunk fashion to one degree or another, operated on and assembled by Boss, and most of them are distant to one another;
there is distrust and hatred. There’s the obligatory brown colour and gears on the front cover to call it a steampunk novel, but there
is more gothic in the description of their lives and the setting in which they perform.
Here and there in the beginning is an occasional taste of plot, with the arrival and threat of the government man, who seems to be
investigating the circus and some of the people within. There seems to be some level of illegality in the circus itself, and the reader
gradually learns that many of the performers were soldiers or assassins in a previous life (and name). The government man takes
away Boss, and we learn how the rest of the circus deals with her loss and rescue.
Years ago, Larry Niven wrote a science fiction novel called The Integral Trees. It took so long to explain the unique universe and
setting he had created, he took up most of the novel with the explanation, and the story was quite secondary. A second book in the
series was a novel with a full plot in the by-now established
setting. I think this is what the author of Mechanique has in
mind. The detailed setting is now established with
Mechanique, as are the complex characters. The story was
secondary, but the work put into the setting and characters
make up for it somewhat. Given the marketing techniques of
modern writers, where a good story will be overblown into a
trilogy or more, I think there might be a second Tale of the
Circus Tresaulti, possibly more. Myself, I prefer a plotdriven book to a character-driven book; Mechanique is
definitely the latter, and a sequel must be the former. Still,
the attention to the creation of the characters made it an
interesting read.
MECHANIQUE: A Tale of the Circus Tresaulti by
Genevieve Valentine is published by Prime Books.

Vampire Empire Book Two: The Rift Walker by:
Clay Griffith and Susan Griffith
Review by: Lee Ann Farruga
Although I enjoyed the first book, The Greyfriar, I found it
predictable and formulaic. This second book is quite an
improvement. While there is still much brooding and pining
for their love between the two main characters, there is
much more personal growth and a lot more fighting and
intrigue.
I was lucky to have a long flight on which to start reading
and getting immersed into the story. Clay and Susan Griffith
did a fine job of smoothly continuing the tale from the first
book. Time has progressed reasonably, but not too far so
that there is a disconnect from the past events. We find the
Greyfriar doing what he does best, saving humans and
killing vampires. We find Adele back home dealing with the
political realities of being a princess....and a pawn.
However, Adele is not the weak, snivelling girl from the first book. She has grown since her adventures and it is well played out
here.
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There are many new characters, large and small that are introduced. My favourites have to be King Msiri and his mother. One of
my favourite lines is by the king as they are planning Adele's confrontation with Senator Clark, “This will be an auspicious
reunion. There may have to be cake.” Delightful!
All the great meanies from the first book are back. There are a couple of new nasty pieces on the chess board as well, but they
seem to have been kept largely out of play in this story. I suspect we will hear more from them in the next book. I look forward to
it.
While the first book took us travelling north to England, this one goes south. The authors do a fine job of describing the physical
conditions and the terrain of the countries our heroes visit. This is partly due to the earth itself becoming a greater part of the story.
In this second book we are introduced to more of the mystical side of the story that involves ley lines, and as in the title, rifts.
Adele is also a bigger, and stronger, part of this story making the two main characters equal in their abilities. It will be quite
interesting to see how this is played out in the finale of the
trilogy.
I quite enjoyed this story, the new developments, and the
new (and old) characters and I look forward to a grand
conclusion to end the trilogy.

The Hunchback Assignments by Arthur Slade
Harper Trophy Canada, 2009
Modo has led a sheltered life. A rather unusual orphan
with a rather unusual talent, he is raised by a man of
resources and then forced to survive in an untried world
that does not know him. The catch: He must do so as a
secret agent. With the help of a fellow agent and the
guidance of Mr. Socrates, Modo must rise to the challenge
and save England herself!
Mr. Slade has an uncommon style, allowing us to grow up
with Modo rather than learning about him through
flashbacks, and laying out the groundwork for the story in
a very intricate way. The momentum builds straight up to
the last page, leaving us wanting more. I found myself
getting attached to Modo as I read, being both happy for
him and, at times, sad for him - this book may be all about
adventure, but it definitely has heart.
Not content to simply put his story in Steampunk window
dressing, Mr. Slade includes several Steampunk elements
which are integral to the story, including a secret society
bent on the destruction of the British Empire and even
steam-powered limbs, created with a healthy dose of mad
science.
The height of the book contains some fantastical science
indeed and was admittedly a little hard to swallow, but I certainly can't fault Slade for staying off the beaten path.

The Hunchback Assignments II: The Dark Deeps by Arthur Slade
Harper Trophy Canada, 2010
The adventure continues in The Dark Deeps, the second in the series. A short time has passed and a new adventure arises, this time
not on the high seas so much as in them! Modo must discover what has been sinking ships in the Atlantic. Slade skips the expected
Kraken encounter in favour of a much more convoluted plot which will make you turn page after breathless page.
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Despite the even more fantastical setting of this book, Slade actually keeps the suspension of disbelief alive with no trouble in this
tale. Modo has found his stride and I can't wait to see where he ends up next in the third book, Empire of Ruins, which came out
earlier this year and is published again by Harper Trophy Canada.
Review by Lis Kean (aka Ms. Spindlespoon)

1800 Mechanical Movements, Devices and
Applicances by Dardner D. Hiscox, Dover
Publications
Reviewed by Adam Smith
Created originally in its first edition in 1899 as an
illustrated reference of mechanisms and devices, 1800
Mechanical Movements covers a wide range with
detailed engraved drawings of each entry, from simple
explanatory diagrams to detailed cross sections, from
simple pulley assemblies to complex power plant steam
boilers to differential gear hoists and bench clamps.
Need to know the difference between a “Babcock &
Wilcox” boiler and a “Harrison” boiler? It's in there. The
difference between a Brigantine and a Barkentine?
Perhaps you're looking for a gear assembly that produces
variable reciprocating motion. Or a tri-tooth pendulum
escapement for a timekeeping assembly. Or perhaps you
just want to calculate how to lift a weight with a series of
pulleys. The scope and detail of the information is
amazing.
The preface speaks to the modern Maker community and
culture:
The need for an illustrated and condensed work of
reference for the inventor, the mechanical student, the
artisan, and the workingman with the ambition of an
inquiring mind, has become not only apparent to
teachers of mechanics, but a real want among all
who are interested in mechanical thought and work.
It is an interest the growth of which has been greatly
encouraged by the rapid development of the inventive
and mechanical arts during the past half century.
It's gratifying to note again that this preface was written
in 1899, and that the “inventive and mechanical arts” that are enjoying a post-millennial renaissance in the form of hacker- and
maker-spaces and steampunk workshops can still learn and benefit from such work. A must-have reference for any workshop.
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Ghosts of War by George Mann

Review by Stephen Tassie
George Mann’s Ghosts of War,
from Prometheus Books, is part
dieselpunk, part pulp detective
story and part Lovecraftian
horror. Set in a fictionalized
version of our world, sometime
after World War One, it tells the
tale of a New York City vigilante,
called the Ghost, who encounters
an unspeakable conspiracy bent
on plunging the world into
another global conflict. The novel
is a sequel to Mann’s Ghosts of
Manhattan, and while the events
of the first novel are alluded to,
the reader does not need to have
read it to follow Ghosts of War.
This review will not discuss the
novel’s deep characters,
intricately dovetailing story lines
or lyrical prose, because it doesn’t
contain any. In all honesty,
however, it doesn’t need any to be
what it is: a fun read. There is
nothing tremendously original
between the covers of Ghosts of
War. The reader will find corrupt
public officials, mad scientists, an
overworked cop whose marriage
is on the rocks, a millionaire
playboy, a vigilante with a secret
identity and a troubled past. Mann
is able, however, to take these
well-worn clichés and use them to craft an entertaining story full of action, horror and a little romance.
The time period of the novel is left deliberately vague. It is post WWI, but the details of the world are different enough
that the reader cannot pinpoint exactly when. After the war, the United States and Great Britain entered a cold war as
opponents, rather than allies. Queen Alberta has aims of returning the US to its former role as a British colony.
Automobiles are coal driven, airships and rocket-powered biplanes rule the skies and the “holotube” replaces our
telephone as the device of choice for telecommunications. The differences between our world and the world of the
Ghost are not rubbed in the reader’s face. They are described just enough to fire the reader’s imagination and we are
left to just accept that this is not the world that we know.
We root for the heroes, not because they are richly drawn characters about whom we are compelled to care, but because they are
the good guys and you’re supposed to root for the good guys. The villains are almost one-dimensional in their villainy, but we
want them to come to ghastly ends, nonetheless. Ghosts of War is a popcorn novel and it definitely knows it.
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Milton steam era 2011
The Ontario Steam and Antique Preservers
Association put on its 51st annual “Steam Era”

show over the Labour Day weekend in Milton
Ontario. One of the largest live steam tractor
shows of its type, the Steam Era boasts a large
attendance of vintage tractors and vehicles of
all sorts: “Stationary and operating steam engines,
the type used in Canada in the late 1800s and early
1900s, will of course be on site, as will gasolinedriven farm equipment that was used in the time
period between the World Wars. There will also be
a display of antique cars and, new this year, an
exhibit from the Niagara Railway Museum.”
Held every year on Labour Day weekend, the
Milton Steam Era takes place at the Milton
Fairgrounds. Make plans to attend next year!
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Hobo code
Hobo (ethical) code
An ethical code was created by Tourist Union #63 during its 1889 National Hobo Convention in St. Louis Missouri.[11] This code
was voted upon as a concrete set of laws to govern the Nation-wide Hobo Body; it reads this way:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decide your own life, don't let another person run or rule you.
When in town, always respect the local law and officials, and try to be a gentleman at all times.
Don't take advantage of someone who is in a vulnerable situation, locals or other hobos.
Always try to find work, even if temporary, and always seek out jobs nobody wants. By doing so you not only help a
business along, but ensure employment should you return to that town again.
When no employment is available, make your own work by using your added talents at crafts.
Do not allow yourself to become a stupid drunk and set a bad example for locals' treatment of other hobos.
When jungling in town, respect handouts, do not wear them out, another hobo will be coming along who will need
them as bad, if not worse than you.
Always respect nature, do not leave garbage where you are jungling.
If in a community jungle, always pitch in and help.
Try to stay clean, and boil up wherever possible.
When traveling, ride your train respectfully, take no personal chances, cause no problems with the operating crew or
host railroad, act like an extra crew member.
Do not cause problems in a train yard, another hobo will be coming along who will need passage through that yard.
Do not allow other hobos to molest children, expose all molesters to authorities, they are the worst garbage to infest
any society.
Help all runaway children, and try to induce them to return home.
Help your fellow hobos whenever and wherever needed, you may need their help someday.
If present at a hobo court and you have testimony, give it. Whether for or against the accused, your voice counts!
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Victorian Muff
Yet another useful and decadent
wardrobe accessory with a
Victorian flair. Last winter many
on the Steampunk Canada forum
were wonder how to add a
Victorian or Steampunk flair to
their winter wardrobe while
keeping warm as well. Follow
along and make a muff for
keeping your hands warm.
By Isabel Beale of Neverwares
Emporium.
Tools:
• hand sewing needle
• scissors
• ruler
• inch tape
• sewing machine {optional}
Material:
• Exterior fabric, a piece approximately 13 inches by 14 inches is needed. Suggested fabrics are fake fur, wool,
velvet, and brocade.
• Lining fabric, a piece approximately 13 inches by 14 inches is needed. Suggested fabrics are arctic fleece,
wool, and pre-quilted cottons. A smooth finish is best as it will be next to your hands or gloves.
• Also thread to match and a piece of ribbon, cord, trim or webbing suitable to make a hanging strap. The strap
material needs to be ½ to 1 inch wide and approximately 15 inches long.
Construction:
• Step 1: Place both fabrics right sides together [face to face]. Fold the strap trim in half and insert into one of the
14 inch edges. The cut edges of the trim should line up with the fabric cut edges and the folded end be between
the two fabrics. Now stitch along both 14 inch sides, making sure to stitch several times over the trim ends to
make extra secure in the seam. You will now have a tube made of the two fabrics.
•

Step 2: Turn your fabric so the right sides of the fabric are on the outside of the tube. You will see the trim now
forms a wrist strap at one edge. The next part is a bit tricky but read carefully and if necessary baste together
loosely to see how the technique works. Fold the tube in half, matching unstitched edges of lining fabric
together. Start to sew at approximately the centre point of the lining fabric. Continue sewing around what will
become a tube shape. Matching the seam where the exterior fabric meets the lining, continue across the fashion
fabrics, again matching seams where they meet the lining, stopping once you have sewn a few inches onto the
lining again.

•

Step 3: Give a tug to each seamed end to pull the tube into shape, lining on the inside, fashion fabric on the
exterior, wrist strap dangling at one end. The unstitched section in the lining seam needs to be closed, hand
stitching is best.
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Done! Another evening well
spent in equipping yourself in
the latest Victorian fashion. The
fabrics you choose for the
exterior and the trim you can
apply before sewing up the muff,
such as beads, rhinestones, small
metal cogs and studs will
ultimately make the muff either
Victorian or Steampunk.
Isabel Beale, the tailor’s
grandchild offers other free
personal use patterns for
Steampunked Victorian
accessories and clothing in back
issues of the Dominion Dispatch
and through
www.neverwaresemporium.com
and blog at http://neverwaresemporium.blogspot.com
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event reviews
The weekend of September 24th and 25th 2011 saw us in
beautiful Victoria BC at the second annual Victoria Steam
Exposition, hosted by the ever-talented Zandra and Jordan
Stratford.
Housed in the historic http://www.thecastle.ca/, the
Exposition was home to many a splendour, with
demonstrations and performances of various stripe,
including an absinthe tasting, talks on “Steampunk and the
Occult”, “Persona and World Building”, a demonstration of
corset tying (and untying), a reading from Agatha H and the
Airship City by Phil & Kaja Foglio, and much more.
An impressive array of artists and vendors were in evidence,
including the astonishing Ian Finch-Field of SkinzNhydez.
Saturday night saw us take over the Castle entirely for the
“Cabaret Burlesque” featuring musical noir performer Jill
Tracy and burlesque performer Miss Rosy Bits. Jill was
haunting as she performed on one of the Castle's century-old
pianos (watch for a review of Jill's CDs in an upcoming
issue), and Miss Rosy did not fail to delight all.
In short, a wondrous time was had by all, and I would highly
recommend making the journey to our west coast to take
part of next years event in April. Sadly, a memory card
disaster lost all of the photos I took there, but there is a
Flickr group where many pics can be viewed :
http://www.flickr.com/groups/victoriasteamexpo/ .
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For the second year in a row the second-largest convention on the
continent Fan Expo Canada had a solid Steampunk presence on Aug.
25th to 28th, 2011, growing on the great success we had last year.

This year saw an expansion of the
Steampunk programming, with
standing-room-only panels on
costuming, propbuilding, and the everpopular “Steampunk 101” panel
discussion.
Also new this year was an authors panel
on Steampunk literature, “Words
Driven by Steam” with authors
Adrienne Kress, J.M. Frey and Ed
Greenwood speaking on the topic.
Also new this year was a steamy
bellydance performance by Mirage
Bellydance Company, which had fans
lining up two hours in advance.
A larger booth presence was also evident, with the Toronto Steampunk
Society and Steampunk Canada once again teaming up to put on an
impressive display to rival all comers. With the inclusion of regular
favorites such as the informal “Meet & Greet” at the Royal York Hotel
and the large photo shoot at the Toronto Railway Historical Association's
museum, who graciously opened parts of the facility not usually
accessible to the general public, a splendid time was had by all.

Plans are already afoot for the 2012 season...
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Winter's coming... are you ready?
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